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This thesis presents a concept blending implementation that suggests which
properties of a known concept are most compatible to blend with another
concept. The implementation uses Wikipedia descriptions of concepts as
data source, and NLP tools such as WordNet and Stanford CoreNLP to create
a representation of concepts and their properties. By joining the generalized
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data which correlate with properties that make sense to blend. A heuristic
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Combining two concepts into a new concept that combine elements from
each original concept is something humans can do rather easily. If we think
of blending a horse and a bird, we can easily imagine a winged horse like
the mythological Pegasus. Or when blending a car with a boat we can think
of an amphibian boat. The earliest example of concept blending is the Lion-
man of the Hohlenstein-Stadel which is around 32,000 years old (Turner, 2014).
Conceptual blending is not just combining physical parts, but also abstract
elements. For example, whenever we choose a day for an appointment next
week, in our minds we manage to blend it in into the mental image of each
day even though it happens in the future. We also blend the usual day-night
cycle, the typical work-day and other appointments into these days. Then
we can compare the days to see which one the appointment fits best into.
Although humans do conceptual blending unconsciously on a daily basis,
formalizing the task of concept blending is not a straightforward process.
The problem consists of three steps:
• Retrieving input data and creating a representation of the input space
• The creative strategy including the criteria for elements that will be
blended and how the blending will be done
• Elaboration of the blend, including interpretation of properties and han-
dling contradictions in the final blend.
For the concept blending algorithm to be useful, it is ideal that the blended
parts make sense together in the new concept. Therefore, we want to find a
way to decompose the concepts into properties containing enough informa-
tion so that we can find patterns that identify suitable blending suggestions.
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FIGURE 1.1: Pegasus is a blend of horse and bird. The wings
have been merged onto the horse in a similar fashion to how
birds have wings
The goal of this master thesis is to implement an algorithm that sug-
gests elements that are suitable for transfer from one concept to another.
Descriptions of the two concepts are retrieved from a public data source,
Wikipedia. Natural language processing tools like WordNet and Stanford
Parser are used to find which elements the concepts consists of. Although
the concept blending algorithm may be used on any concept, we will focus
mainly on the domain of musical instruments, with the goal of designing
new instruments. Further the generated instruments will be evaluated on
how useful they are in a musical context. The goal is to determine whether
this approach can produce new instruments and discover how the algorithm
can be useful to musicians and instrument makers.
1.2 Research Questions
Here we list three questions that we want to research through incremental
improvements and evaluation of the algorithm.
• What are the characteristics of elements in a concept that are suitable
for concept blending?
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The reason we want to find these characteristics, is that we want to use them
as a foundation for creating parameters to rank blending possibilities. On
the other hand, characteristics of bad candidates can be useful for removing
unwanted properties of concepts or penalizing suggestions deriving from
these.
• How should we represent the concepts in order to find patterns of good
elements for blending and detect contradictions indicating bad blends?
We want to find out which data are optimal for the input stage in order for the
algorithm to work optimally and give the best suggestions. Can the concepts
and their parts keep their original meaning and relations in the final results?
• Can a concept blending algorithm generate musical instruments that
are reasonable and useful?
We want to evaluate the output of the algorithm to see if it is valuable in its
environment.
The motivation for these questions is to uncover new knowledge about
potential applications for the concept blending algorithm, how it can be used





In this chapter we will explain the fundamental terminology and present the
academic literature we base our research on. Conceptual blending is a type
of creative process, so we will start by explaining creativity.
2.1 Creativity
What is creativity? If we look at definitions of the word, we find explanations
of general character. Cambridge Dictionary gives the following definition of
creativity: the ability to produce original and unusual ideas, or to make something
new or imaginative.
Creativity happens in different ways. Ideas may form spontaneously, or
discovered through deliberate exploration of known domains. Sometimes a
new invention is found because the right elements are available, and a com-
bination of these create something new. For instance the first electric light
was invented when Humphry Davy had access to the world’s largest bat-
tery at the time, and passing current through a strip of platinum produced
light. In other cases creativity is goal-driven. When electric light was com-
mercialized it went through a creative process of choosing the right materials
and finding an cost-efficient production method with the goal of making the
light-bulb profitable.
Busse and Mansfield (1980) lists seven categories of creativity theories:
psychoanalytic, gestalt, association, perceptual, humanistic, cognitive-devel-
opmental and composite theories. They also draw a line between convergent
and divergent problems that the theories are applicable to. The difference
there is convergent problems have one or few right answers while divergent
has many possible solutions. One end is a more goal-driven and problem-
solving type of creativity and the other end includes more open-ended activ-
ities such as art and conceiving novel ideas.
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In the association theories, creativity is thought to come from associa-
tions. Arthur Koestler combines associationism and psychoanalytic concepts
in what he called the bisociation theory (Busse and Mansfield, 1980). In biso-
ciation, two independent matrices of ideas are combined, guided by subcon-
scious processes. Koestler use the word matrix as a representation of abilities,
habits, skills or any pattern of behaviour governed by fixed rules. (Koestler,
1964). Bisociation inspired the theory of conceptual blending by Gilles Fau-
connier and Mark Turner (Fauconnier and Turner, 2002).
Boden (2004) lists three types of creativity: exploratory, transformational,
and combinatorial. Exploratory is exploring the possibilities of a familiar do-
main. Transformational is changing rules and opening restrictions in order to
break out of the known domain. Combinatorial creativity combines familiar
concepts in a novel way, going outside known rules to create new ideas. An
example of this can be found in Lego, where using a combination of bricks
with different shapes and styles yield a lot more creative combinations than
only using the standard 2x2 brick. (Popova, 2012) Conceptual blending has
been used in efforts to create computational approaches to combinatorial cre-
ativity.
FIGURE 2.1: Conceptual blending model showing mental
spaces (circles) and mappings of counterpart connections (solid
lines) (Fauconnier and Turner, 1998b)
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2.2 Conceptual blending
Conceptual blending is a theory proposed by Gilles Fauconnier and Mark
Turner. They explain it as a cognitive operation where structure is projected
from input mental spaces to a separate, "blended" mental space (Fauconnier
and Turner, 1998a). The mental spaces contain structured elements and are
interconnected to model dynamic mappings in thought and language. Con-
ceptual blending can be explained using a model of four mental spaces con-
sisting of two input spaces, the generic space and blend space (see Figure 2.1).
Each input space is a partial model of the corresponding concept. The generic
space contains what the input spaces have in common. Elements from the
generic space are mapped onto the blend space, and may be blended with
elements from the input spaces that are not mapped to the generic space.
2.3 Computational approaches
Efforts have been made to create a computational algorithm using the con-
ceptual blending theory. Li et al. (2012) presents an algorithm with an em-
phasis on context-induced goals to prune the search space. Martinez et al.
(2011) uses a logic-based approach not only in a mathematical setting but
also in disparate problems such as rationality puzzles and noun-noun com-
binations. Besold and Plaza (2015) uses a similar logic-based approach but
using amalgams developed by Ontañón and Plaza (2010).
2.3.1 Amalgams
One approach to conceptual blending is the use of amalgams (Ontañón and
Plaza, 2010). An amalgam uses generalization of two concepts to make them
compatible for blending through unification of the two generalizations. When
parts of the concepts share a similar generalization, but are different, they are
not unifiable. But they can unify with the least general generalization. To make
the concepts unifiable, we can therefore generalize corresponding pairs of
parts between the concepts. For instance, when creating an amalgam of a red
French vehicle and a German minivan, we can make them unifiable by gener-
alizing the first to a red European vehicle. When unifying we get a red German
minivan. Or if we generalize the second to a European minivan, we can unify
to a red French minivan.
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2.4 Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing (NLP) is a field in computer science where com-
puters interact with and process human natural language. We use NLP tools
such as WordNet and Stanford coreNLP to process the concept descriptions
into input spaces for blending. In the following section we will shortly de-
scribe important NLP concepts used throughout this thesis.
2.4.1 Machine-readable dictionary
A machine-readable dictionary (MRD) is a lexical database that can be queried
by a computer program. The quality of the representation of concepts de-
pend on the number of words in the database. The more words there are in
the domain of musical instruments, the more information we can get from
the Wikipedia descriptions we aim to blend. We use the WordNet database,
as it was the only MRD we found that was large enough for our application.
(Fellbaum, 1998)
2.4.2 Synsets
Words that have the same meaning are called synonyms. A synset is a set of
synonyms. An ambiguous word can have many different synsets. A crane is
not only a bird, it is a device that lifts and moves objects. The most extreme
case is the word break which can have 75 different meanings.
2.4.3 Hypernyms
Words belong in categories. A rook belongs to the category chess piece.
Chess piece belongs to the category of pieces of any type of board game. If
we continue generalizing we get the categories game equipment, equipment,
instrumentality, artifact, unit, physical object and physical entity until we fi-
nally reach entity. The category something belongs to is called a hypernym,
and a specific instance of this is called a hyponym. A hypernym is the hyper-
nym of a hyponym. Throughout the thesis we will use the terms hypernyms
and categories interchangeably.
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2.4.4 Part-of-speech
Words can be categorized based on grammatical properties. These categories
are called part-of-speech and include nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pro-
nouns, prepositions, conjunctions, interjections, numerals, articles and deter-
miners.
2.4.5 Word sense disambiguation
A word can have different meanings called word senses. Word sense disam-
biguation (WSD) is the problem of identifying the correct word sense when a
word has different meanings in a sentence or text. Approaches are commonly
divided into supervised, unsupervised and knowledge-based WSD (Navigli,
2009).
Supervised methods train a classifier using a set of texts where the words
have been labeled with the correct sense. (Navigli, 2009).
Unsupervised methods are based on data sets of unlabelled texts. (Nav-
igli, 2009).
2.4.6 The Lesk Algorithm
The Lesk algorithm is a knowledge-based method where a machine readable
dictionary is used to look up the senses and definitions of each word. The
definitions which have the most overlapping words with definitions of nearby
words are chosen to be the correct definition. (Lesk, 1986) A variant of this
method is called Simple Lesk (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig, 2000). It differs
from the original by returning the definition which has the most overlap-
ping words with the surrounding sentences. Since we are using Wikipedia
articles, an approach for extending this technique could be to compare ver-
sions of the article in different languages, and look for overlapping senses in
these versions by using multilingual versions of WordNet. For each word in
English, look for the sense that has the highest frequency in the versions of
the other languages.
2.4.7 Stop words
Stop words is a concept where unwanted, regular appearing words are re-
moved from the sample text. Words such as I, is, do or other common bind-
ing words are discarded and replaced by empty strings. By removing these
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In this chapter we describe our methods for development and research.
3.1 Personal Kanban
In order to keep my work organized and productive, I used the method
called Personal Kanban. To visualize the workload, Personal Kanban uses a
value stream which are columns that divide the work based on the progress
of each task. I used the simplest one that divides the work into three columns.
The first is the project backlog which includes all the tasks that awaits pro-
duction. The middle column is the tasks currently being worked on, which
should be a limited number of tasks so that they are not getting stuck half-
finished and distracting the task one is actually doing. The last column is
the tasks that have been completely done so that there are no reason to be
distracted by it anymore. (Benson, 2009)
To keep a workflow where I can spend my energy on making sure the
model, view and controller components is interacting well together, I limited
my task number to 3. This way I could select one task from each component
that depended on each other, while unfinished tasks would not be slowing
down the workflow.
To review my progress, I had a daily evaluation inspired by the stand-up
meeting used in XP (Wells, 1999) where I answered the following questions:
1. What was accomplished yesterday?
2. What will be attempted today?
3. What problems are causing delays?
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3.2 Research methods
Simon (1996) separate design science from natural science. March and Smith
(1995a) state that research activities in design science and natural science has
different intentions. Design science intends to build and evaluate artifacts,
while natural science intends to theorize and justify theories.
3.2.1 Design Science
FIGURE 3.1: Our research activities and outputs, following the
research framework of March and Smith (1995b)
In our research we follow the design science activities of the research
framework of March and Smith (1995a) (see Figure 3.1). March and Smith
(1995a) divides the types of research artifacts into constructs, model, method
and instantiation:
• Constructs are domain-specific vocabulary. For example graph theory
consist of constructs such as nodes and edges.
• Models describe the relationships between constructs. For example a
directed acyclic graph, which has the constructs nodes and directed
edges, describe the relationship involving edges only going from nodes
to other nodes in the forward direction.
• Methods consist of steps which are used to perform a task. Methods can
be based on constructs and models or used to translate from one model
to another.
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• An instantiation is an artifact that can be used in an environment. They
use constructs, models and methods to form a system that demon-
strates the effectiveness of their artifacts.
In our research we have built and evaluated a method for concept blend-
ing of musical instruments and other domains. Our method is based on the
amalgam framework by Ontañón and Plaza (2010). It contains a model de-
scribing a generalization space. We apply this model with the constructs





In this thesis we have developed an application which provide suggestions
of which properties that are most compatible for blending between two con-
cepts of a domain such as musical instruments. We present an overview of
the tools and technologies, data representations and algorithms used in the
application and describe how the components interact with each other. A
simplifed overview of the final application, its components and data flow
can be seen in Figure ??. Deeper discussion and analysis will be presented in
section 5.
4.1 Tools and technologies
Our application was developed in JavaScript incorporating a set of tools and
technologies listed in the following section.
4.1.1 Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a large online encyclopedia, consisting of over 5 million english
articles (Wikipedia, 2017). We use it as a data source for descriptions of the
concepts. The application queries Wikipedia for the concept or instrument
TABLE 4.1: An overview of key components of the application
Algorithms External tools Data representations
Process Wikipedia Abstract WordNet Wikipedia abstract
Identify noun phrases Stanford parser Concept
Word sense disambiguation Stanford POS tagger Properties
Get generic space Porter stemming algorithm Generic space
Rank blending suggestions Stop word list Subtrees
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we want to blend. The first section in the article, which we refer to as the
abstract, is processed to retrieve properties that represent the concept.
4.1.2 WordNet
WordNet is a machine-readable dictionary containing 155,287 unique English
words and 117,659 synsets. (Fellbaum, 1998) (WordNet Statistics)
The application use WordNet in to ways when retrieving language data:
• Retrieving synsets by querying the WordNet database with words to
get the synsets of each word.
• Retrieving hypernyms by querying the WordNet database with synsets
to get all hypernym ancestors of that synset.
4.1.3 Stanford coreNLP toolkit
The Stanford coreNLP toolkit is widely used for natural language processing.
It includes tools for tokenization, sentence splitting, lexicalized parsing, part-
of-speech tagging, morphological analysis, named entity recognition, syntac-
tic tagging, coreference resolution and more. (Manning et al., 2014) We use
two of their tools, a lexicalized parser and a part-of-speech tagger.
4.1.4 Parser
A lexicalized parser takes a sentence and divides it into grammatical units
such as clauses, phrases and words. A treebank is a set of texts annotated
with a syntactic or semantic sentence structure, which is used as training
data for the parser. The English Stanford parser is trained using the Penn
Treebank (Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, and Santorini, 1993).
Our application uses the Stanford parser to find noun phrases in the con-
cept descriptions with the goal of using them as properties. A noun phrase
has the same grammatical function as a noun. The last word is a noun and
the first words modify it. An example of a noun phrase is five-string electric
bass guitar, where the words five-string electric bass are modifying the mean-
ing of the noun guitar. The WordNet database contain noun phrases also and
may return synsets which carry the meaning of the whole phrase.
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4.1.5 POS tagger
A POS tagger takes a text and tag each word with its part-of-speech. We
use it to tag the words in the concept descriptions. Each synset retrieved in
WordNet comes with a POS tag, but words may have multiple synsets of
different POS. Since we have tagged the word, we can exclude synsets of the
wrong POS.
4.1.6 Porter stemming algorithm
The Porter stemming algorithm was written by Martin Porter and is a tool for
removing morphological and inflexional endings of words (Porter, 1980). For
example, the word fishing returns the stem fish. The application use the stem-
ming algorithm on each word of the Wikipedia abstract except stop words to
get possible stems. WordNet does not recognize all forms of the word, so by
stemming we can get access to synsets of the stem.
4.1.7 JavaScript Frameworks and Libraries
The implementation was written in JavaScript using the frameworks Angu-
larJS and Node.JS. The algorithm uses the following libraries from the Node
Package Manager (NPM):
wordnet-magic
wordnet-magic is a Node.JS implementation of Princeton’s WordNet lexical
database for the English language (Burckhardt, 2016). We use version 3.1 of
the database.
stanford-simple-nlp
stanford-simple-nlp is a Node.JS wrapper for version 3.3.1 of StanfordCoreNLP
(Kim, 2014).
stemmer
stemmer is a Node.JS implementation of the Porter stemming algorithm (Wormer,
2017).
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FIGURE 4.1: The Wikipedia abstract of the instrument trombone.
4.2 Data representations
4.2.1 Wikipedia Abstract
The Wikipedia abstract contains a text describing the concept. See 4.1 for an
example of an abstract.
4.2.2 Concept
We have two concepts we want to blend. Each concept store the following
data:
• A name which we will use to find the corresponding Wikipedia article
• A Wikipedia abstract
• The Wikipedia abstract without stop words
• A list of properties.
4.2.3 Properties
Each property store the following data:
• The original word
• A list containing the original word and possible stems found by the
stemming algorithm.
• The part-of-speech such as noun, verb or adjective which have been
tagged by the POS tagger
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• A list of synsets, any unique meaning that the word or the stem of the
word may have. Can be pruned to store only synsets of the same part-
of-speech that the POS tagger found.
• A reference to the synset of the most likely definition found by the get
most likely definition method
• A list of hypernyms, from the most specific to the most general, starting
with the direct ancestor of the synset.
4.2.4 Generic Space
The generic space contains a list of synsets and hypernym synsets that exist
in both concepts. For example if the first instrument has keys, and the other
has pedals, the generic space will contain their shared hypernym lever.
4.2.5 Subtrees
Each concept has a list of subtrees containing unique properties and their
hypernyms that are subsuming but are not themselves in the generic space.
They are given a compatibility score by the rank compatible blending sugges-
tions method. The subtree is assigned a depth, a branch length and a penalty
value. The depth value is assigned the depth of its least general hypernym in
the generic space. The branch length is the number of nodes in the subtree.
The penalty value is equal to a penalty constant if the property is or has a
hypernym in a penalized category.
4.3 Algorithms
4.3.1 Process Wikipedia abstract
This method remove unwanted artifacts from the Wikipedia abstract, prepar-
ing each word so that WordNet is able to understand them.
4.3.2 Identify noun phrases
This method identify possible noun phrases in the abstract. It also recursively
search the noun phrase for smaller noun phrases by removing the first word.
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4.3.3 Word sense disambiguation
The application use the word sense disambiguation method to find the synset
that most likely carry the correct definition of the word. The method takes
the following input:
• The ambiguous word in question
• The different definitions of the word
• A list of scoring words, which is made up of the abstract words and a
set of words relating to the context (musical instruments)
4.3.4 Get generic space
This method takes returns the intersection of the properties and hypernyms
of the two concepts.
4.3.5 Rank compatible blending suggestions
Each subtree are given a compatibility score. This is calculated by the depth
minus branch length minus penalty. They are then sorted in a list by this




Our implementation of a concept blending algorithm consists of three steps.
The first is retrieving the input data consisting of concept descriptions from
a data source such as Wikipedia. The second step is creating the generic
space, the structure deriving from both inputs. This is done by retrieving
generalizations of the nouns from each concept, creating a tree structure of
shared hypernyms. The third step is finding suggestions of elements to blend
by using a heuristic function to rank the elements using patterns based on
characteristics we have found in good blending examples.
5.1 Preparing input data
5.1.1 Finding useful properties
In our approach to concept blending, the elements that make the input spaces
are nouns from the Wikipedia description. The reason for this is that we can
generalize the nouns by retrieving their hypernyms using WordNet. We fo-
cus on nouns because they are more likely to be physical elements than verbs,
adjectives or any other part-of-speech. Verbs are actions, occurrences or state
of beings, rather than elements. Although verbs can be generalized with hy-
pernyms as well, we can not compare the generality of verbs and nouns, since
verbs usually have fewer hypernyms than nouns. The characteristics we look
for are based on the distances in the hypernym tree. The distances we look
for are the number of hypernyms between the word, the least general shared
hypernym and the most general shared hypernym. If the compatibility score
of the blending suggestions is based on how specialized the word is, it will
favour nouns over verbs, since in WordNet verbs usually have fewer hyper-
nyms than nouns, and it would not make sense to compare verbs and nouns
this way.
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An optimal solution may retrieve the properties and all the relations be-
tween the words to create a more complete representation of the concept,
and not just elements. We focused on properties in the form of nouns since
we wanted to validate the use of WordNet to create amalgams of musical in-
struments. In further research on a more complete algorithm for conceptual
blending, it may be possible to extend the representation, modelling rela-
tions between the elements in order to maintain its original context in the
blend space. It could also be possible to generalize the relations using Word-
Net, but research should be done on how these relations should be extracted,
scored and blended.
FIGURE 5.1: A piano
FIGURE 5.2: A hurdy gurdy. Like other acoustic instruments it
has a hollow cavity that enables us to hear the sound coming
from the vibration of the strings
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5.1.2 Extracting property candidates from Wikipedia
Lets say we have two concepts that we want to blend, for example piano and
hurdy-gurdy (seen in Figure 5.2). We can retrieve the abstracts using a HTTP




The parameter conceptName stands for the name of our concept. By extract-
ing the first paragraph element (<p>) in the returned JSON string, we can
retrieve the raw abstract. For hurdy gurdy this abstract is:
The hurdy-gurdy is a stringed instrument that produces sound by a hand
crank-turned, rosined wheel rubbing against the strings. The wheel functions
much like a violin bow, and single notes played on the instrument sound
similar to those of a violin. Melodies are played on a keyboard that presses
tangents, against one or more of the strings to change their pitch. Like most
other acoustic stringed instruments, it has a sound board and hollow cavity
to make the vibration of the strings audible. Most hurdy-gurdies have multi-
ple drone strings, which give a constant pitch accompaniment to the melody,
resulting in a sound similar to that of bagpipes.
In order for the algorithm to be able to provide suggestions for the best prop-
erties to transfer between two concepts, we need to find properties in abstract
that may represent the concept. To be able to query WordNet with words
from the text we process the abstract with the steps seen in Procedure 1. This
involves removing unwanted symbols and artifacts. Initially the descriptions
consists of a lot of common words we are not interested in called stop words.
We use a list of stop words to identify and remove them. But before they are
removed, we send the original abstract to the Stanford part-of-speech (POS)
tagger to have each word tagged. The POS tagger takes each word in a sen-
tence and uses a heuristic method to find out which part-of-speech the word
is, such as noun, verb or adjective. This data is useful when we want to re-
duce the number of potential word meanings in the disambiguation step. We
will only get the synsets of that part-of-speech. If the word bear is a noun, we
only get the nouns such as the animal, not the verb as in bear a resemblance.
Since it is a heuristic method, the POS tagger may not be correct, in which
case we get only the synsets of the wrong POS. The reason we have to tag the
words so early in the algorithm is because the POS tagger needs the whole
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text in order to provide the best suggestions. If we remove stop words, we
lose words that may be important for estimating the correct part-of-speech.
The abstract of the percussion instrument hurdy-gurdy after processing
and removal of stop-words and duplicate words:
hurdy-gurdy, stringed, instrument, produces, sound, hand, crank-turned,
rosined, wheel, rubbing, strings, functions, violin, bow, single, notes, played,
similar, melodies, keyboard, presses, tangents, against, one, change, pitch,
acoustic, instruments, board, hollow, cavity, vibration, audible, hurdy-
gurdies, multiple, drone, constant, accompaniment, melody, resulting, bag-
pipes






2: for wikipediaAbstract do
3: Remove extra newline
4: Replace line breaks with whitespace characters
5: Split words separated by forward slash
6: Remove &#160; to avoid the number 160 appearing in the text
7: Remove [] and the containing text (e.g reference tags)
8: Remove parenthesis and the containing text
9: Remove forward-slash and the containing text (e.g phonetics)
10: Remove - at the end of words
11: Remove d’ at the start of French words
12: Remove l’ at the start of French words
13: wikipediaAbstractWithoutStopwords← wikipediaAbstract
14: for wikipediaAbstractWithoutStopwords do
15: Remove ’s at the end of words
16: Remove all apostrophes
17: Remove symbols !@#$%& ∗ ()? <> +̂ :; ”, .′[] = \̀_̃£€
18: Remove words that has numbers in it
19: Change to lower case (WordNet requires lowercase string)
20: Remove stop-words
21: Remove duplicate words
22: return [wikipediaAbstract, wikipediaAbstractWithoutStopwords]
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5.1.3 Identifying noun phrases
When analysing a text for useful properties, some of them may be described
by multiple words or a noun phrase. Take for example the two-worded
property sustaining pedal, which is one of the pedals on a piano that lifts the
dampers from the strings to let them continue vibrating. The word sustain-
ing and pedal can not sufficiently describe the sustaining pedal on their own.
The meaning of the word sustaining depends on the word pedal, and it may
not be clear if the word pedal is a sustaining pedal, a soft pedal or any other
pedal unrelated to pianos. Therefore identifying noun phrases can lead to
finding more useful properties in the text. We can identify noun phrases by
using the Stanford parser which takes a sentence and label the noun phrases
with a NP tag. We can then remove unnecessary parts of the noun phrase
such as determinants. If the noun phrase contains more than two words, we
can recursively check for other noun phrases after removing the first word.
For example in the noun phrase electric five-string bass there is also the noun
phrase five-string bass, and bass. The Stanford parser breaks sentences into
phrases annotated by their type, such as noun phrase or verb phrase. Each
phrase has parentheses for each word, tagged with their POS. For instance





(NP (DT an) (JJ five-string) (NN bass) (NN guitar)))))
See Procedure 2 for how we extract the longest possible noun phrase from
a line returned by the Stanford parser. Following this method we also find
possible shorter noun phrases in the returned noun phrase using a simple
recursive method where we remove the first word.
5.1.4 Synsets
WordNet provides a set of synsets for each word in the database, and each
of these synsets has a unique definition. If we search for the word string,
WordNet returns a set of 10 nouns and 7 verbs. We want to search WordNet
for every word we found in the abstract and find the correct synsets so that
we have a list of unambiguous properties representing the concept. WordNet
also store the POS of a word, so we can use the POS tagger data to remove
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2: if line is not a tagged as noun phrase then return null
3: for each parenthesis in line do
4: tags.add(contents of parenthesis)
5: if tags.length < 2 then return null
6: for each tag in tags do
7: if tag is a symbol then continue
8: if tag is an possessive ending then continue
9: if tag is a determinant then continue
10: nounPhrase← nounPhrase concatenated with tag.taggedWord
11: if nounPhrase word length < 2 then return null
12: return nounPhrase
TABLE 5.1: We found the following noun phrases candidates in
the hurdy-gurdy abstract






most other acoustic stringed instruments
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every synset of the wrong POS. For instance if we have tagged piano as a
noun, we can remove the adjective piano which means soft.
5.1.5 Stemming
Sometimes WordNet gives no results because the word is in a different vari-
ant than the one in the WordNet database. For instance, if the word is guitars,
it does not match guitar in the database. To return guitar, we can use a stem-
ming algorithm to find the stem of the word. Often the stem is found in
WordNet. This method is not always perfect though. Sometimes the stem-
mer can over-stem, cutting too much of the word leading to a word that has
a different meaning.
5.1.6 Word sense disambiguation
Now that we have the key words and noun phrases extracted from the ab-
stract, we will try to find the correct meaning of each word. Let’s say we want
to find the synset corresponding to the bow used to play the cello. How can
we do this? We have to get a list of words that we will look for in each defi-
nition of bow. We call this list scoring words. Scoring words will consist of each
word in the processed abstract plus a set of musical context words that can
act as the musical context if the abstract lack sufficient musical words. Most
likely the definitions we are looking for are related to a musical context. We
use the algorithm in Procedure 3. It is based on the Simple Lesk algorithm we
introduced in chapter 2.
The context words we use in this example are:
music, instrument, tone, tones, sounds, sounding, rhythm, melody, drum,
flute, percussion, idiophone, bass, baritone, tenor, alto, soprano, note, pitch,
audio, auditory, tune, tuning, acoustic
The scoring words combines these with the words of the cello abstract:
cello, violoncello, bowed, plucked, string, instrument, four, strings, tuned,
perfect, fifths, low, octave, lower, viola, violin, family, musical, instruments,
includes, double, bass, solo, chamber, music, ensembles, orchestras, section,
symphony, types, rock, bands, second-largest, lowest, modern, orchestra,
largest, pitch
We will remove duplicates of words that are in both lists so that each word is
equally influential on the scoring. Duplicate words are:
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music, instrument, bass, pitch
To add score to a definition, we count the number of words (excluding stop-
words) in each synset definition which also exists in the scoring words. The
first definition of bow is:
a knot with two loops and loose ends; used to tie shoelaces
None of these words are in the scoring words of a cello, therefore we give
it a score of 0. The next definition is:
a slightly curved piece of resilient wood with taut horsehair strands; used in
playing certain stringed instruments
One word, instrument, is found in the cello scoring words, therefore we give
it a score of 1. We select the synset that has the highest score, which in this
case was the correct bow definition. This approach is heuristic and will not
always find the correct synset. Sometimes the word is similar to, but not
equal to the scoring word. For example if the definition had the word bow,
and scoring words had bowed, we would not find it. One way to match these
would be to search for bow in the start of the string bowed, and also search for
bowed in the start of bow. Now we would get matches when the scoring word
starts with the definition word and vice versa. An alternative way could be
to use a stemming algorithm on the words and see if either the scoring word
or scoring word stem matches the definition word or definition word stem.
An alternative additional scoring system could be to use context synsets,
specific synsets that automatically give an extra point for being relevant to
the category. For example the musical synset of the word instrument would
automatically get an extra point over non-musical synsets of instruments like
the more general synset device.
Other techniques could be to give more score to certain words or synsets
than others. Some words may be more important, such as the concept name
itself. One of the definitions of hammer include the word piano, which is
clearly an important word if this is also the instrument. Therefore it could
get a score of 5 when other scoring words get 1 point.
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FIGURE 5.3: The generic space is created by the intersection
of properties (strong color) and hypernyms (weak color) of the
two concepts. Since every node in the generic space has sub-
trees in both concepts, we can use it to find properties correlat-
ing with a given property. The most general word entity can be
seen branching vertically into specific categories.
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Procedure 3 Get the definition which is most likely to fit the word
Input: ambigousWord, definitions, scoringWords
Output: highest scoring definition
1: procedure GETMOSTLIKELYDEFINITION
2: for each definition in definitions do
3: definitionScore← 0
4: for each definitionWord in definition do
5: for each scoringWord in scoringWords do
6: if scoringWord matches ambigousWord then
7: continue
8: if scoringWord is the first part of definitionWord or definition-
Word is the first part of scoringWord then
9: definitionScore← definitionScore + 1
10: if definitionScore > definitionMaxScore then
11: definitionMaxScore← definitionScore
12: topDefinition← definition
13: if there is no topDefinition then return null
14: return topDefinition
5.2 Generic space
5.2.1 Generalization using hypernyms
Our approach to concept blending is inspired by the use of amalgams. When
using WordNet we can easily generalize since we have access to each synsets
tree of hypernyms. So if we consider the concepts a red French vehicle and
a German minivan, we can find that French and German share the hypernym
nation, and minivan and vehicle share the hypernym vehicle.
The point of the algorithm is to find properties in one concept that has
correlating properties in the other concept. If the other concept has a property
in the same category, there may be a possibility for the property to fit into the
other concept.
Our solution give score proportional to the speciality of the word and
penalize proportionally to how general the generalization is, aiming for the
most specific generalization. In the example above, minivan should get a
good score, since it is specific and the other concept is a vehicle, which makes
not a too general generalization. However a minivan and SUV would give a
better score, since they are both cars, which is less general than vehicle.
The algorithm we use to create the generic space between is shown in
Procedure 4. We can pass piano as the source concept and hurdy-gurdy as the
target concept. After processing the abstracts and finding the most likely
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synsets of each property, we can use WordNet to retrieve a list of every
hypernym ancestor of each synset, which will go from the least general to
the most general generalization. They can be accessed from the array con-
cept.property.hypernyms. To create the generic space, we simply retrieve all
synsets and hypernym synsets in each concept and use a intersection set op-
eration to keep what we find in both concepts.
Procedure 4 Get all synsets in the generic space between two concepts
Input: sourceConcept, targetConcept
Output: highest scoring definition
1: procedure GETGENERICSPACE
2: for each property in sourceConcept.properties do
3: sourceSynsets← sourceSynsets + property
4: for each hypernym in property.hypernyms do
5: sourceSynsets← sourceSynsets + hypernym
6: for each property in targetConcept.properties do
7: targetSynsets← targetSynsets + property
8: for each hypernym in property.hypernyms do
9: targetSynsets← targetSynsets + hypernym
10: sourceSynsets← removeDuplicates(sourceSynsets)
11: targetSynsets← removeDuplicates(targetSynsets)
12: return SetOperations.intersection(sourceSynsets, targetSynsets)
5.2.2 Finding correlating properties
In order to provide good suggestions, we need to find properties that share a
hypernym in the generic space with some property in the other concept. For
instance a football field and a golf terrain share a common hypernym piece
of land which means they form a correlation and could therefore be more
compatible for blending than less related pairs.
5.3 Finding good blending suggestions
In our application we used a solution where properties from each concept
were sorted with a score that represents how well they are suited for blend-
ing. We were improving the algorithm by identifying patterns typical of good
candidates in the tree structure of the property words and their hypernyms.
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5.3.1 Depth of the word in hypernym tree
The first pattern we found was that words that have high generality are not
useful. We want more specific words like drumstick rather than general and
vague words like object. Therefore we gave points equal to the depth of the
word in the tree.
5.3.2 Branch length to shared hypernyms
The second pattern we found was when properties of two concepts share a
common root or hypernym, the length of the branch from this root could give
us useful information on how specialized the property was. The longer the
branch length, the worse the candidate seemed to be. Therefore we punished
the word by subtracting points equal to the branch length.
5.3.3 Penalizing certain categories
With these criteria, our winning words were specific, but often abstract. A
complete instrument or a person (e.g. the inventor) were not interesting
blending suggestions. Therefore we chose to punish the words significantly
when being in the branch of abstract entities, instruments or individuals. The
resulting suggestions were then both physical and specific, which seems to
be optimal for creating new instruments.
5.3.4 Removing properties in penalized categories
An observation of the properties that connected in the general space, showed
that a lot of these were in penalized categories. For example a property of the
penalized category instrument is a device, which makes devices in the other
concept score higher than if there were no other devices in the first concept.
A way to avoid this could be to remove properties of penalized categories
altogether. This leads to far less blending suggestions, but the suggestions
that are left are of relatively high quality. Since no blending suggestions are
in penalized categories also makes the penalty score redundant.
5.3.5 Ranking Compatible Blending Suggestions
First we find each property that are not in the generic space themselves but
has a hypernym in the generic space. This means that this property can be
blended and we can give it a compatibility score for whether it is a good
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blending suggestion. We refer the branch from the synset and hypernyms
subsuming its hypernyms in the generic space for the blending subtree. We
set the compatibility score to the depth of its least general hypernym in the
generic space minus the length of the subtree. Finally we can optionally sub-
tract a constant penalty value if the property is or has a hypernym in a pe-
nalized category. With this score we can store the unique properties in a
list which we can rank using a heuristic function. The algorithm for finding
unique properties and ranking them is shown below in Procedure 5.
Procedure 5 Perform creative strategy by ranking a concepts subtrees by
finding a pair in the other concept with the highest compatibility, defined
by the expression Depth - BranchLength - Penalty
Input: properties, concept, genericSpace, penaltyCategories, penaltyPoints
Output: a list of branches ranked by their blending compatibility score
1: procedure RANKCOMPATIBLEBLENDINGSUGGESTIONS
2: for each property in properties do
3: if property.name = concept.name
4: or property has not been disambiguated
5: or property is in genericSpace then
6: continue
7: for i = 0 to property.hypernyms.length do
8: if property.hypernyms[i] is not in genericSpace then
9: continue
10: subtree.branch← [property] concatinated with property.hypernyms[0:i]
11: depth← property.hypernyms.length− i
12: branchLength← subtree.branch.length
13: if subtree.branch has an element in penaltyCategories then
14: penalty← penaltyPoints
15: subtree.compatibility← depth− branchLength− penalty
16: subtrees← subtrees concatinated with subtree
17: break inner for loop
18: return subtrees sorted by subtree.compability in descending order
5.3.6 Completion and elaboration of blend
After ranking the blending suggestions in each concept, we are left with the
problem of completing and elaborating the blend. The least radical blending
would be to move the element with the highest score over to the other con-
cept. When blending guitar and violin, the highest score our implementation
gives to an element is the bow in violin. Therefore we can move the bow over
to guitar, and we can assume that the bow will be used on the guitar in a sim-
ilar manner to how it is used on a violin. We have not represented any other
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relation between bow and violin than the fact that violin has bow. And now
guitar has bow. It will require human interpretation of the original description
to further understand how it is used as our solution does not do any further
interpretation of the elements and their relation to the concept.
Another method for blending the suggestions can be to have a compat-
ibility threshold, so that all elements scoring higher than the threshold are
moved to the other concept. You can then look at either two blended con-
cepts, or the concept with the highest sum of scores could be selected as the
blend space. The compatibility score can be positive or negative, depending
on whether the depth value is higher than the branch length or vice versa.
The ideal threshold may be hard to define, it would depend on whether the
number of hypernyms is a good measure of generality. In some cases there
may be many hypernyms in WordNet to describe a short distance in gen-
erality. Some things may have more categories than others. For example,
the chess pieces have a lot of hypernyms since they are among diverse types
of object, but if the chess piece rook were the only gaming equipment to ex-
ist, we would not need hypernyms such as chess piece or board game piece.
Some objects will probably diversify as time go by and new inventions ap-
pear. Therefore the number of hypernyms may not be a good measure of
generality, especially when comparing over large distances in the category
tree. But it may be enough to tell us a somewhat vague indication of the gen-
erality which could be useful even though it is not perfect. Further research




The main output of the application is a representation of the final blend
where a blending suggestion has been moved to the other concept. We use a
graph to visualize this new blending and the parameters used to calculate the
score. The blended tree would be too large to display in a graph, therefore
we show the branch where the new property and its correlating properties
are located. The ancestor categories of the shared hypernym are cut off, but
we display the distance from this node to the most general word in the tree,
entity, as a depth value.
6.1 Identifying right criteria for ranking blends
6.1.1 Speciality
We first started by blending musical instruments without any ranking pa-
rameters. The blending suggestions we got, were of varying quality. We
recognized that the best suggestions were the ones that were most specific,
such as the ones that were found due to being in the category device or artifact.
Therefore we introduced two criteria to give a higher score to more specific
suggestions. The first was to give a positive score based on the depth of the
shared hypernym of the blending suggestion and its correlating properties in
the other instrument. For example if we blend piano and hurdy gurdy, it gave
a high score to the suggestion of transferring the piano chamber over, since
the hurdy gurdy also has a bodily cavity which is the hypernym of chamber.
The bodily cavity had a depth score of 7, which means that it has 6 ancestor
categories that are more general. Therefore it is not very general.
The other criteria we introduced was a score negatively proportional to
the branch length. From piano chamber, it is only one hypernym up to bodily
cavity. This tells us that the suggestion is not very far from its shared category
in speciality. Therefore the score given by the branch length criteria was only
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-1. The suggestion was then given the total score of 7 minus 1, which is 6.
The properties used in the calculation is visualized in Figure 6.1.
FIGURE 6.1: One of the suggestions when blending piano and
hurdy gurdy. It suggests to move chamber from piano to hurdy
gurdy, since it is a type of bodily cavity which is also one of the
properties of hurdy gurdy, thereby forming a correlation.
6.1.2 Category penalty
We observed that a lot of suggestions were not useful so we took note of the
categories bad blends shared. Different instruments were often mentioned
in the abstracts, which were then interpreted as properties. It does not make
sense to transfer whole instruments to other instruments. It would be too
invasive since concept blending are more about blending parts, not adding
whole concepts to others. Therefore we introduced a penalty score for the
category instruments. Later we also decided to remove properties of the cat-
egory instruments altogether since they would still form correlations with
other devices, since device is one of the hypernyms of instrument.
We also observed that properties of the category individuals were not use-
ful as well, since they were typically people like the inventor of the instru-
ment or a famous musician using this instrument. It does not make sense to
blend the people involved, since they are not parts or properties of the instru-
ment. What use would there be to transfer an inventor over to an instrument
they have not invented?
We initially thought that abstract entities was a bad category to blend,
since good blending examples are typically physical entities. But on further
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inspection, we found that some of these entities were useful, like shapes and
other attributes. Instead, we penalized certain abstract entities that we were
more certain being bad categories. Psychological feature are probably not in-
teresting if they most likely are part of something other than the instrument,
since instruments does not have a psychological quality. We also penalized
communication, since we are not interested in the message, language or style
expressed by the instrument. This is usually a matter of choice from the mu-
sician and not the instrument. Although some instruments are typical for a
certain style, we do not want to define the style of new instrument in ad-
vance of its use. Body parts are not something we want to blend as parts, but
in future approaches that look for relations, it would be useful to describe
relations like plucked by fingers.
6.1.3 Number of correlating properties
We observed that in some cases the top blending suggestions got an equal
score. Could we find a difference in quality between these? We introduced
another parameter, the number of correlating properties in the other concept.
If the other concept has a lot of properties in the same shared category as the
blending suggestion, this may tell us that the property is more compatible
than the one with few correlations. The property may fit with the other con-
cept in more than one way.
6.1.4 Introducing factors for each parameter
We realized that a factor of one for each parameter may not be yield the best
results. Therefore we introduced a factor for each parameter so that they
could be tweaked to push blends of higher quality to the top. Then we could
find an optimal range of values for pushing the best suggestions to the top.
6.1.5 Evaluation of parameters
The parameter which had the most obvious influence on the quality of the
blending suggestions was the depth of the shared hypernym. This made
general properties score low. The levels of categories between specific and
general hypernyms seem to vary in WordNet, so it is not a perfect measure
of speciality. Special hypernyms may branch into several niche categories
affecting the quality of this measurement, while the top of the tree keep the
amount of generality more evenly over the same score. The branch length
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parameter could penalize some suggestions which were too specialized com-
pared to the shared hypernym. It did not seem to be as vital as the depth
value however. We compared blends that had the same depth and branch
length, by looking at the number of correlating properties. We wanted to see
if there was a trend where a large or small number were better. However it
did not seem to not matter significantly.
6.1.6 Other potential criteria
We thought of other possible parameters that could be used, that we did not
implement and evaluate:
• The branch lengths of the correlating properties could be counted or
averaged to give an indication of their speciality.
• The difference between the branch lengths of the suggested property
and its correlating properties could give an indication of compatibility.
For example we may not want to blend a property with a branch length
of 5 when the correlating properties are very general in comparison,
like if it has a length of 1. Blending game equipment like the special
chess piece rook just because the other concept had a more general game
equipment like game board, may not be as good as if it were type of
board with similar level of specificity like backgammon board.
6.2 Blending musical instruments
Here are a couple of blending examples when using the application to blend
musical instruments. We blended a variety of instruments types in order to
get an indication of how the algorithm performed in different scenarios. First
we present the retrieved properties and blending suggestions when we use
an unaltered abstract as it was extracted directly from Wikipedia. Then we
show an upgraded blending using an improved abstract we created manu-
ally by removing unhelpful sentences and adding new useful facts. If synsets
were wrong, we also manually corrected them. This way we could evaluate
the second and third step of the application in an optimal environment. Prop-
erties not included in the presentation are those where a meaning could not
be found, or was of a penalized category. The properties where the wrong
meaning was selected are still included, since this is the way the application
would use the properties when unaided by a user.
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6.2.1 Blending banjo and melodica
Unaltered abstract
The banjo abstract the application retrieved from Wikipedia, was not very
detailed in its physical descriptions.
Retrieved properties of banjo: (noun phrases in quotation marks)
five, membrane, frame, resonator, called, head, animal, skin, circular, forms,
africans, "animal skin"
By looking at these properties we can hardly recollect the main parts of the
instrument, although some important words like resonator and membrane are
included.
Melodica properties:
key, pump, keyboard, top, played, blowing, mouthpiece, fits, hole, side,
pressing, reed, popular, asia, modern, form, italy, century
These words are quite good, we have essential parts like keyboard, mouth-
piece and reed. The word pump is not used in a melodica however, and we can
see some uninteresting cultural words.
The top blending suggestion we got was to move the word five from banjo
to melodica with the score of 4, correlating with the property century through
the common category integer. Century is a part of the cultural description
of melodica, rather than the more useful sentences describing physical at-
tributes.
Optimal environment
By improving the banjo abstract we got more relevant properties like body,
strings and frets, and a variety of materials which the banjo parts and strings
are made of.
Improved banjo properties:
four, five, six, stringed, thin, membrane, stretched, frame, cavity, resonator,
called, head, plastic, animal, skin, circular, body, consists, rim, wood, metal,
tensioned, similar, tone, ring, assembly, project, sound, tuned, friction, tun-
ing, peg, gear, worm, machine, frets, standard, played, strung, strings, string,
wound, steel, alloy, nylon, gut, achieve, old-time, separate, plate, pot, for-
ward, volume
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In the new set of melodica properties we got rid of cultural words like Asia,
Italy and century, and retrieved more relevant ones like the materials plastic
and wood.
Improved melodica properties:
keyboard, top, played, blowing, air, mouthpiece, fits, hole, pressing, key,
flow, reed, two, three, light, portable, majority, plastic, wood
FIGURE 6.2: The top suggestion when blending banjo and
melodica using improved abstracts. It suggests to move top
property machine (in red) as in worm gear machine head from
banjo to melodica.
The top blending suggestion we got was introducing machine as in the gui-
tar’s worm gear machine head for tuning the strings (see Figure 6.3). It cor-
related with the reed of melodica, through the category mechanical device. It
is more specific than the other categories, but still so general that they are
not closely related in function. Although we found the noun phrase machine
head, it did not exist in WordNet, giving us an indication of the limits of its
database. The user may be inspired to create a melodica where you can tune
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FIGURE 6.3: A worm gear which is used in a machine head for
tuning the strings of banjos and guitars
the reeds with a similar tuning device as guitar. The calculation of this blend-
ing suggestion is visualized in Figure 6.2.
6.2.2 Blending harp and violin
Unaltered abstract
The physical description in the harp abstract was very short, and important
properties like strings was misinterpreted by the word sense disambiguation
as stringed instruments and since whole instruments are left out.
Harp properties:
stringed, musical, soundboard, africa, ages, renaissance, family, near, played,
burma, utilized, modern, "Latin America", "Near East", "modern era"
Of these properties only the noun soundboard was useful for the application.
There was also a lot of uninteresting cultural words.
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Violin properties:
family, regular, typically, perfect, commonly, played, bow, fingers, promi-
nent, classical, country, electric, forms, rock, iranian, sometimes, called,
fiddle, particularly, irish, traditional, regardless, italy, europe, stradivari,
guarneri, amati, century, brescia, cremona, austria, reputation, quality,
sound, disputed, hands famous, mass-produced, commercial, cottage, sax-
ony, bohemia, formerly, sold, sears, roebuck, co, mass, "violin family"
Here we also have a lot of words deriving from cultural descriptions. Other
than bow, the words were rather uninteresting.
Due to the low quality of the properties retrieved, the blending sugges-
tions we got was not surprisingly getting low scores. The top blending sug-
gestion was to move the word cottage from violin to harp. The irrelevant
word cottage comes from a sentence explaining that violins are often made
by cottage industries. It correlated with another construction, the soundboard
of a harp. Moving the soundboard back to violin was also the top suggestion
of properties to move from harp, but with a lower score since it had a longer
branch to the shared property construction. The violin bow got a low score,
due to the lack of sticks, implements or instrumentalities in the harp properties.
It correlated with soundboard, but these three categories between the bow and
the shared category artifact drove the score down.
Optimal environment
After using improved abstracts we got rid of a lot of cultural words, and with
important words like strings, pillar and pedals, we could get a better image of
the harp.
Harp properties:
stringed, strings, angle, soundboard, plucked, size, played, larger, heavy,
rest, floor, catgut, nylon, metal, combination, neck, resonator, frame, pillar,
support, arch, bow, modern, extend, range, adjusting, levers, pedals, modify,
pitch
The changes lead to the violin getting new valuable properties like string,
fingerboard and sound hole.
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FIGURE 6.4: Top suggestion when blending harp and violin.
It suggests to move top property cottage (in red) from violin to
harp
Violin properties:
wooden, string, family, scroll, neck, fingerboard, bridge, sound, hole, tail-
piece, four, strings, tuned, commonly, played, drawing, bow, plucking,
called, wood, strung, gut, synthetic, steel, "sound hole"
We got two top blending suggestions with the score 5. The first was to blend
the violin bow with harp, correlating through the category implement with the
harp pedals that bend the strings. Harpists have played harps with bows,
but since you have to insert the bow between harp strings, it is not easy to
change notes. However since the harpists have two available hands, they can
use two bows. The calculation is visualized in Figure 6.5.
The top suggestion to move from harp to violin was pedals which modify
pitch, correlating with the violin bow through the category implement. This
could be an interesting feature, but since the violin has no frets, modifying
pitch is already possible with the glissando technique where you slide fingers
up or down the string. However if you want to play lower than the open
string or bend further than the fingers can reach (unlikely on a small violin),
a pedal could be useful.
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FIGURE 6.5: The top suggestion when blending harp and violin
when using manually improved abstracts as a data source. It
suggests to move top property bow (in red) from violin to harp.
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6.2.3 Blending dobro and harp
Unaltered abstract
Dobro properties:
word popular term resonator brand currently gibson inverted biscuit na-
tional steel solid body
Harp properties:
stringed soundboard plucked africa popularity ages renaissance near played
myanmar utilized modern era Latin America Near East modern era
We started with the unaltered abstract. With these properties we got similar
blending suggestions from both dobro and harp. It suggested to move body,
which is a cavity resonator, from dobro to the harp, while it also suggested to
move the soundboard, also a cavity resonator, from harp to dobro. Being both
one level below their shared category, they got the same score. Although a
dobro also had a body, this word came from a reference to a solid body guitar,
which is not the same. Other suggestions were not nearly as good in terms
of score. Moving steel from dobro to harp got as score of 1, but the wrong
meaning was selected. The WSD chose the meaning of a steel sharpener, in-
stead of the material. Manually improving the WSD of all properties did not
improve the suggestions and scores significantly.
Optimal environment
After improving the abstracts by manually selecting useful parts from the
Wikipedia abstract, we got a somewhat different result. Body was no longer
a property, but soundboard from harp was still the best suggestion since do-
bro had a cavity resonator, which is its hypernym. The best suggestion of
dobro was aluminium from its cast aluminium spider, linking with the metal
that strings may be made of in a harp. Other suggestions that were less re-
warded, but more interesting would have been the cone or bowl forming the
resonator. An interesting but low scoring suggestion from harp is its pitch
bending levers or pedals.
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FIGURE 6.6: Top suggestion when blending dobro and harp. It
suggests to move top property body (in red) from dobro to harp
6.2.4 Blending guitar and violin
Unaltered abstract
Interesting properties describing the guitar directly include body and resonat-
ing chamber. There was also some words describing various accessories and
effects such as pick, loudspeaker, equalizer and distortion.
Guitar properties:
fretted, usually, six, sound, projected, acoustically, hollow, wooden, box, elec-
trical, amplifier, speaker, typically, played, strumming, fingers, fingernails,
hand, pick, fretting, left, type, traditionally, constructed, strung, steel, dis-
tinguished, modern, renaissance, baroque, three, types, acoustic, classical,
sometimes, called, tone, body, acts, resonating, chamber, plucked, individu-
ally, opposed, strummed, country, united, low-pitched, below, regular, elec-
tric, loudspeaker, makes, loud, performers, audience, hear, signal, electroni-
cally, manipulate, shape, equalizer, huge, electronic, units, commonly, ones,
distortion, employed, solid, eventually, "right hand", "left hand", "resonating
chamber"
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The violin properties were rather uninteresting, except for the bow.
Violin properties:
family, regular, typically, perfect, commonly, played, bow, fingers, promi-
nent, classical, country, electric, forms, rock, iranian, sometimes, called,
fiddle, particularly, irish, traditional, regardless, italy, europe, stradivari,
guarneri, amati, century, brescia, cremona, austria, reputation, quality,
sound, disputed, hands famous, mass-produced, commercial, cottage, sax-
ony, bohemia, formerly, sold, sears, roebuck, co, mass, "violin family"
The top blending suggestion we got was to move the pick or plectrum used
to pluck the guitar strings, over to violin. It correlated with the violin bow.
This is meaningful, since both are used to vibrate the strings. This relation
is however not mapped in the algorithm, but it gives us a glimpse of how
a more optimal concept blending algorithm would operate. For example it
could look for the words pick and string, and look for relations between these
using information extraction methods on a large set of relevant documents.
If the same relation exists with a correlating word of pick, such as bow, we
may have a good suggestion for blending. It could also look for correla-
tions with the word string. Then we could find other correlating objects that
are vibrated. The relation vibrate is a verb that could be generalized using
WordNet. It has one hypernym move, which the algorithm could use to find
correlating objects that move a string.
Optimal environment
New and interesting properties include string, frets, neck, bridge, soundboard
and sound hole.
Guitar properties:
fretted, usually, six, strings, key, frets, truss, rod, neck, body, transducer,
bridge, soundboard, sound, hole, projected, acoustically, hollow, wooden,
plastic, wood, box, electrical, amplifier, speaker, typically, played, strum-
ming, plucking, pick, fretting, constructed, strung, gut, nylon, steel, dis-
tinguished, tone, acoustic, vibration, acts, resonating, chamber, comprehen-
sive, string, plucked, individually, opposed, strummed, electric, loudspeaker,
makes, loud, audience, hear, signal, electronically, manipulate, shape, equal-
izer, huge, electronic, units, commonly, ones, distortion, employed, solid,
eventually, feedback, "electro-acoustic transducer", "sound hole", "resonating
chamber"
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FIGURE 6.7: Top suggestion when blending guitar and violin.
It suggests to move top property pick (in red) from guitar to
violin
The improved violin abstract gave us new valuable properties like string,
fingerboard and sound hole.
Violin properties:
wooden, string, family, scroll, neck, fingerboard, bridge, sound, hole, tail-
piece, four, strings, tuned, commonly, played, drawing, bow, plucking,
called, wood, strung, gut, synthetic, steel, "sound hole"
There was a lot of blending suggestions from guitar to violin that shared the
top score of 6, and also one from violin to guitar. All of them had a depth of 7
and branch length of 1. It suggested to move the number six as in six strings
from guitar due to a correlation with the number four in violin. And four
strings were naturally suggested to move to guitar as well. These examples
have been already been produced, although four string guitars are not very
popular and six string violins are not practical to play. Like the unaltered
abstract, moving pick from guitar to violin was also the top suggestion, but
this time it got a higher score because it correlated with the property bridge
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through the more specific hypernym device. This underpin how the results
are not affected by good relations between multiple properties.
Another top blending suggestion was to move a rod, as in the guitars truss
rod, over to violin. It correlated with the violin bow since they are both im-
plements. A truss rod is a steel bar inside the guitar neck, that keeps the thin
neck from curving due to the tension of the strings. Therefore it is not closely
related to a bow, but making a violin with a truss rod could be useful if we
wanted to make the neck thinner or use string materials of higher tension
than a normal neck would withstand.
Interesting suggestions that have lower score include moving frets from
guitar, but it forms a less interesting correlation with bow through the hy-
pernym implement. It would be desirable if the fretboard of guitar formed
a correlation with the fingerboard of violin, but fretboard is not recognized
by WordNet, although fingerboard is. The hypernym of fingerboard is strip,
defined as a thin piece of wood or metal. Fingerboard could form interesting
suggestions by blending violin with certain objects since people have been
mounting strings on shovels and other such thin pieces of wood or metal.
However the bar of a shovel is considered by WordNet as an instrumentality
while strip is considered a building material, meaning they are separated too
generally to achieve a good score. This is another example of how it is hard
to use WordNet to find close relations by comparing only single synsets.
6.3 Alternative blending category
6.3.1 Sports
The algorithm was tested on the alternative blending category sports. The
context words to help the scoring of synsets were:
sport, athletic, ball, field, team, goal, rules, foul, score, player, referee, match,
racket, club, net, skates, skis, helmet, pads, bat, pitch, court, tee, green, win,
draw, loss
The penalized category was ’sport’. We would not want sports to be sug-
gested, since it is the category itself, and sports as a whole are not interesting
to blend.
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6.3.2 Blending soccer and golf
Unaltered abstract
The abstracts of soccer and golf were quite good, containing several impor-
tant facts. The interesting properties we got from the soccer abstract was
eleven, team, players and goal. Words like ball and field had the wrong mean-
ing, and ball was removed because it was interpreted as a sport.
Soccer properties:
association, commonly, team, played, two, teams, eleven, players, spherical,
million, dependencies, game, rectangular, field, goal, object, score, getting,
opposing, allowed, touch, hands, arms, play, mainly, strike, pass, body, ex-
cept, scores, goals, match, wins, draw, declared, time, penalty, shootout, com-
petition, laws, codified, england, governed, internationally, international,
cups, four, extra, time, "World Cups"
Golf properties that were well retrieved included players, cup, terrain, fairway,
trap and hazards. Unfortunately club and ball were interpreted as a basketball
club and a ball game. Holes were interpreted as one period of golf, instead of
the physical hole. Noun phrases such as putting green and sand traps indicate
that WordNet has quite a bit of golf terminology in its database.
Golf properties:
golf, club, players, various, clubs, hit, series, holes, course, strokes, unlike,
games, standardized, playing, terrains, key, game, level, played, arranged,
progression, hole, contain, tee, box, start, putting, containing, cup, standard,
forms, terrain, fairway, traps, hazards, specific, layout, arrangement, "play-
ing area", "putting green", "sand traps"
The top blending suggestion we got was blending moving goal from soccer
to golf. However it formed a correlation with the word game, interpreted
wrongly as a game equipment. The blending suggestions were riddled with
bad correlations such as this, and it was obvious that we had to improve the
WSD to get good results. The abstracts however were quite good.
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Optimal environment
The new properties we got when using improved abstracts and manual WSD
include ball and field.
Soccer properties:
team, played, two, teams, eleven, players, spherical, ball, game, field, goal,
object, score, getting, opposing, allowed, touch, hands, arms, play, penalty,
strike, pass, body, except, scores, goals, match, wins, level, draw, extra, time,
shootout, format, competition, formation, player, roles, include, strikers, for-
wards, midfielders, boundary, lines, markings, define, position, kicks, corner,
balls, "extra time"
Important new golf properties were found, such as club, ball, hole and green.
Golf properties:
club, ball, players, various, clubs, hit, balls, series, holes, course, strokes,
games, standardized, playing, varied, terrains, key, game, level, played, pro-
gression, usually, hole, contain, tee, box, start, putting, green, containing,
cup, standard, forms, terrain, fairway, rough, grass, sand, trap, bunkers,
hazards, water, rocks, fescue, specific, layout, arrangement, lowest, individ-
ual, stroke, play, score, complete, round, team, match, teeing, ground, set,
two, markers, bounds, legal, surrounded, pin, normally, variety, iron, wedge,
wood, "playing area", "putting green", "sand trap", "teeing ground", "putting
green"
When performing the algorithm in the improved environment, it still sug-
gested to move goal from soccer to golf, with a depth of 8 minus branch length
1, giving a score of 7 (see Figure 6.10). This time it correlated with another
game equipment, the ball. The definition of goal is game equipment consisting of
the place toward which players of a game try to advance a ball or puck in order to
score points. This is interesting because the same thing can be said about the
hole in golf generally. The definition of hole in golf by this synset definition is
one playing period (from tee to green) on a golf course which is about the round
of play, not the physical hole.
It also suggested to move terrains from golf to soccer, with a depth of 7
minus branch length 1, giving a score of 6 (see Figure 6.8). Playing soccer
on uneven terrain is also an interesting idea (see Figure 6.9) that should be
possible to organize, although it may not be an evenly balanced game. One
reason for why the interpretations of these suggestions worked well, may be
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FIGURE 6.8: Top suggestion for moving something from golf to
soccer. It suggests to move the property terrains (in red) from
golf to soccer
FIGURE 6.9: An interpretation of how the property terrain
might be used in the game of soccer
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FIGURE 6.10: Top suggestion when blending soccer and golf. It
suggests to move top property goal (in red) from soccer to golf.
because the relations to the other elements in the concept did not contradict.
Terrains in golf matched with the part field in soccer through their common
hypernym parcel. By not going further up the generalizing chain, the more





7.1 Aspects with approach/algorithm
7.1.1 Extracting information from Wikipedia abstracts
Retrieving the noun variant of a word
A common problem with the information extraction part of the application
is that relevant properties are missing in the Wikipedia abstract. Sometimes
they are there, but not in the form of nouns. For example cello has the ad-
jective bowed, but it is far more relevant to find the noun bow, which is not
found. A solution could be to find nouns by converting words from other
part-of-speech to noun. WordNet seems to have the capability of returning
some derivationally related forms of a word, but this was not included in the
JavaScript library we used. Finding these computationally is not a straight-
forward process in itself, but could be done using a heuristic method where
you remove or change suffixes of the word. With the word bowed you can
search for the suffix -ed and remove this, but this method also turns words
like tuned into totally different words like tun, which is a physical object we
do not want to correlate with others. We would just discard any candidate
word that does not return synsets in WordNet.
Sentence quality
One way to improve the information extraction may be by measuring the rel-
evance of each sentence in the context of blending musical instruments. Some
sentences contain cultural descriptions of instruments, rather than physical
descriptions. These include geographical words like countries and people,
styles, years etc... These are often collocating with proper nouns, used when
describing individuals and places. Proper nouns are easy to detect since the
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initial letter is capitalized. Other characteristics of such sentences are num-
bers describing dates and years. Some of them are easy to identify by search-
ing for patterns matching the conventions of writing them. For example,
decades like 1580s can be found by searching for four numbers followed by
an s, and centuries can be found by searching for one or two numbers fol-
lowed by th century.
Sometimes an article try to explain a concept by describing what it is not.
For example, if it includes phrases like rather than or instead of, it may suggest
that the words afterwards are properties not typical of the original concept.
We would rather select from the properties of sentences that describe very ex-
act how the concept is, and not pick up properties that are known to be con-
flicting. By focusing the strategy on identifying words that are characteristic
of deviations from the instrument, it could be possible to reduce unwanted
properties by removing the sentences they came from.
7.1.2 Word sense disambiguation
Multiple relevant synsets
Some words have multiple synsets that are useful. For example the word
brass in brass instrument has a synset for being a part of the brass instrument
family, and also for being a material. Although the brass family synset is the
correct one and also the one chosen in our program, the material is actually
more useful when blending a brass instrument. The material is interesting
because it is a part of the physical build of the instrument and something
that can be transferred to other instruments. This move changes the other in-
struments sound and is therefore a more interesting creative choice, whereas
brass family is just a categorization that is not really useful. One way to solve
this could be to use all synsets that has a score over a certain threshold, as in-
dividual properties.
Duplicate words, multiple meanings
Abstracts often mention certain words multiple times. Usually they are mean-
ing the same thing and are redundant. When using the Simple Lesk algorithm
for WSD, the same synset is selected every time anyway. A problem with this
is that a word may cancel out other important variants. For example, if the
abstract contain in the game of football and played by kicking a football, the first
football may cancel out the meaning of the last. One possibility of overcom-
ing this problem is to narrow the context window to a part of the text, rather
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than the whole text. However this may remove important words from the
context and reduce the general precision of the WSD.
7.1.3 Modelling relations in the data structure
The data structure we have used for the concepts in our solution is a list
of synsets retrieved from words in a Wikipedia article. These synsets are
intended to function as being a part of the concept. However sometimes the
word has actually a different relation to the concept than being a part of it.
For example, a guitar pick’s main function is not to be a part of the guitar, but
to pluck the strings.
Following this observation, it would make sense to use a data structure of
a list of triples where the first item is the property, the second is the relation,
and the third is the object the relation applies to. Blending similar relations
might give more compatible suggestions. We then have a new problem in
the information extraction step, to extract relations from descriptions like a
Wikipedia article.
A method for extracting relations from text is using machine-reading sys-
tems like TEXTRUNNER (Banko et al., 2007). TEXTRUNNER can read enor-
mous amounts of text and extract facts in the form of relational tuples. Ap-
proximately 80.4% of the facts were reviewed to be correct when it extracted
7.8 million tuples from the web. If we use a database of triples generated by
a method such as TEXTRUNNER, we could filter it with pairs of properties
in our text to search for common relations between the two. Then we could
use the facts we found to see if they form a similar relation in the text. For
example, if we query using the words finger and string from the Wikipedia
abstract, TextRunner may return common relations such as pluck, touch and
strike. If the word pluck is located nearby in the abstract, we can form a triple
(finger, pluck, string).
Once we have formed triples, instead of looking for correlating proper-
ties, we could look for correlating triplets in the other instrument. We may
find triples where item 1, 2 or 3 share a category with item 1, 2 or 3 of the
correlating triple. Using the plucking triple we just created, we could find
correlations with a triple such as (hand, hit, string). Finger and hand would
share the hypernym body part, pluck and hit would share the verb hypernym
move. The scoring of blending suggestions could then be based on a combi-
nation of generalization-based scores for each item in the triple.
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7.1.4 Criteria
Branch length
In some instances, a shorter branch length score may not be better. For ex-
ample if the abstract has both a word such as butterfly valve and its hypernym
valve, the more general valve will get higher score and suggested as a better
blend. Both words were originally referring to butterfly valve. On the other
hand, a more general suggestion leads to more room for interpretation, which
could lead to other implicit specializations since there are multiple types of
valves.
Penalized categories
Which categories are the most useful for concept blending of musical instru-
ments? We penalized instruments because we did not want to blend whole
instruments into other instruments. Individuals were penalized because we
did not want to consider people as a part of the instruments. Often these
people were the inventor or famous musicians. We penalized abstract entities
because it makes most sense to blend physical parts of the instruments. How-
ever categories like shapes and materials are also abstract entities, and these
would be interesting to blend. Therefore it might be more useful to select the
categories to include rather than penalize or exclude. The best method may
be to use both. For example we include physical entities and attributes, but pe-
nalize/exclude instruments and individuals. Some categories such as amounts
may have interesting information, but only if we can find and represent the
original relation it had to an object in the data structure. For example the
word five is not interesting to blend its own, but five strings is.
7.1.5 Other creative strategies
There are other relations possible to retrieve using WordNet that may be use-
ful in blending strategies. WordNet link synsets to their antonyms which is
their opposite meaning. The antonym of a top blending suggestion could
be just as compatible creatively when blending. For instance, the antonym
of bowed, plucked, would be useful in similar contexts as bowed itself. Part
meronyms are parts of the corresponding word, which may be useful if they
are of a different category than the word itself. Then they may form new
connections in the generic space, leading to more interesting blending sug-
gestions. We could go even further and find antonyms of meronyms as well.
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7.1.6 Elaboration and interpretation
Some kinds of blending suggestions require further elaboration to be able to
work in practice. For example, if the suggestion is tone as in the distinct tone
of the original instrument, some elaboration has to be done in order for the
instrument to generate the new tone in practice. Perhaps this distinct tone
relies on other properties which did not join the blend. Making a cello sound
like an oboe, is not obvious on its own. Tonal properties describing range
like baritone and soprano are easier to interpret, since there are often existing
variants of the instruments in different ranges. Such as the ranges of cello and
violin. Other qualities like bright and warm may only need a small adjustment
in the physical measurements to be realized.
Computational elaboration
How can elaboration be done computationally? This is an extensive prob-
lem, but we will list some techniques that may be helpful to improve the
final output of the algorithm. Sometimes a new blended property conflicts
with an existing one. One way to resolve this is to search for the antonyms of
this word, and remove those. For example, if we blend the word tall, we can
remove the antonym short. This technique may work best if relations have
been accounted for, so that we do not remove short if it is describing a dif-
ferent part than the one we want to heighten. A similar technique may be
to find an existing relation between the part and the object it is relating to.
If we can replace this, we may resolve conflicts that are not antonyms. For
example, if we blend four as in four strings, when the instrument already has
six strings, we could replace six with four. This is assuming we have man-
aged to model the quantification of strings as a relation, and preferably also a
relation between the strings and the part of instrument that hold the strings.
An instrument may have multiple sets of strings, such as drone strings, so it
would be better to consider which set of strings the quantity is describing.
7.1.7 Goals
Conceptual blending can be used for open or divergent problem areas. The
point would then be to create something new and novel, but still compati-
ble and working. The interesting factor is the open and surprising creative
choices that still work when the blended properties fit in the original system
of relations. But conceptual blending can also be used in more converging
problems, where the blending process is driven by a goal. The more specific
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the concepts you are looking for are, the more you can prune the search space
to find exactly these type of results. In this thesis we have tried to use con-
ceptual blending to invent new musical instruments. Before we pruned our
search space using penalty categories, the results were very open and less
related to our goal. The more carefully we pruned bad categories, the better
blending results we got. Therefore it would seem that the focus of a goal-
driven conceptual blending approach would be how to represent the goal
and its ability to prune the search space in the right direction.
7.2 Application of algorithm
7.2.1 Human interpretation of blending results
The output of the application usually requires some interpretation by the
user. Looking at the sentences where the original properties came from, may
guide them on the way of understanding the possible relations involved.
Even though the blending results may not give the ultimate blended version
of two concepts, the results can be a spark for inspiration that the user may
elaborate further. Blends made using wrong synsets, or forming bad corre-
lations, may still make sense in one or another way. Sometimes the most
creative suggestions are not the ones that are most compatible, but the ones
that are surprising and radical. A creative human being using the program
may interpret the results far beyond the intended meaning.
7.2.2 Different uses of the concept blending implementation
We have demonstrated that it is possible to make new instruments or some
kind of extension of the existing one, although the application may need som
manual aid for it to work optimally. One use case can be musicians that
wants to explore new uses of their instrument. They can select their own in-
strument and a different instrument of choice for blending and the program
will provide suggestions of properties to take from the other instrument and
incorporate into their own instrument. Common examples of using elements
from other instruments include the use of a violin bow on plucked instru-
ments and cymbals or using a plectrum or percussive implements on bowed
instruments. The use of conceptual blending on the domain of sports seemed
to work well. The reason could be that properties of sports are more often
related to the sport itself with a part of relation, than other more complex
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domains. The large number of sport terminology (especially golf-related) in
WordNet is also success factor when blending sports.
7.3 Summary
The results of our algorithm rarely give us interesting correlations due to
lacking a method of incorporating relations between the property and the
concept or another property. We often get nice results that are possible to
blend, but the correlations are mostly being part of a general categories like
device, implement, instrumentality or artifact. The results are also limited by





Conclusion and future work
8.1 Future work
We believe an improved algorithm could be made by representing relations
found in the abstracts in the data structure. The relations can be found us-
ing machine-reading systems like TEXTRUNNER. We can then generalize not
only one word, but each element in the tuple. Research should be done on
identifying the characteristics of the relations of good blending suggestions
in order to rank the new results.
A good representation of relations may enable better techniques for re-
solving conflicts in the final blend. Conflicts may be found by looking for
already existing relations similar to the one in the blending suggestion. The
existing property may then be replaced or modified by the new one, rather
than adding a separate conflicting property. Further research is needed to
uncover the feasibility of these techniques.
8.2 Conclusion
Wikipedia abstracts are of varying quality for describing musical instruments.
Removing cultural sentences improves the percentage of valuable properties,
and carefully selected sentences with physical descriptions are needed to cre-
ate a good representation of the instrument.
We did find a couple of characteristics that could indicate good blend-
ing suggestions. More specific shared hypernyms were a good indication of
blending quality. But once the depth value went a certain length, it started
to matter less. The difference between specific and even more specific was
negligible because of the wide branching of categories. Branch length could
also separate some good blending suggestions from bad, but not with the
same influence as the depth value. We did not observe that the number of
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correlating properties had any specific influence on measuring the blending
quality.
For specific blending domains, there are certain hypernym categories that
indicate good or bad blending quality. These can be used to prune the search
space. When blending musical instruments, we want to avoid properties that
are individuals, body parts and most abstract entities except attributes like
shape and material.
Our algorithm works best when the abstracts that are used are describing
the physical parts of the instruments, since only a generic relation where the
property is being a part of the concept is represented in the data structure. The
suggestions could be more creative if the original relations were included in
the generalization process as well.
Still the implementation bring creative suggestions ignites a spark of in-
spiration, motivating further elaboration by the user.
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